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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. We have over pre owned to choose
from and one of the largest selections of Certified Toyota's in Texas. Thank you for shopping
with us. Recent Arrival! If it is a deal you're chasin then come on down to I and Mason. Only at
Toyota of Katy! Call Thank you to our sales guy, Dustin Nguyen! Not only did he help us get a
good deal, he also was very accommodating throughout our experience. But Dustin went above
and beyond for us. We truly appreciate him and his hospitality. Definitely will recommend him!
Advance Pkg trim, Palladium Metallic exterior and Taupe interior. It's more focused, with better
body control compared with the taller Honda Crosstour.. Our unmatched service and diverse
Cadillac inventory have set us apart as the preferred dealer in Portland. Visit us today to
discover why we have the best reputation in the Portland area. Price does not include a charge
for 0. New and pre-owned vehicle sales transactions will be done, for the majority online and
over the phone. Our staff is available to assist you with any questions you have concerning a
vehicle purchase. We are offering at-home deliveries if necessary. The adjusted hours for sales
are from a. To p. Monday through Saturday and am to pm on Sundays. We are able to offer
limited test drives with reduced number of people in the vehicle and increased sanitation
requirements. Customers are required to wear a face mask or face covering when visiting the
dealership for the protection of our employees. Thank You for your cooperation. All advertised
prices exclude government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer document
preparation charge, and any emission testing charge. Found a decent newer car for my family at
Glen Thomas. Had the privilege of working on the deal with a man named Luke. Luke was very
professional, made the buying experience very pleasant. I didn't feel uncomfortable at any time.
I was also paired with a woman named Sonja, she showed me the car and answered any
questions I had about the car. Before I pulled off the lot they were able to wash and detail my
new car for me which was a nice gesture of them. Finished the deal with a woman named Alice
in financing. Alice was very pleasant, proffesional and personable. My overall experience was
and is a 10 out of I've only had the car for a day. But the car looks and runs good. Hoping she
doesn't give me any problems any time soon. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is
easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from
the comfort of home. See store for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if
you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired
safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Car people. Very
Knowledgeable, great selection. Transaction very smooth. Very pleased, will do business again.
Sharon was wonderful with her help and patience. This is my 3rd vehicle and you are always
fantastics. Excelente trato al cliente. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price Rating Fair Price 1. Engine
Details Transmission Automatic 7. Engine Type Gas 7. Drivetrain All Wheel Drive 7. Cylinders 6
cylinders 7. Exterior Color Black Silver Purple. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents.
Know The Deal. Dealer Review: Thank you to our sales guy, Dustin Nguyen! Price Drop. Dealer
Review: Found a decent newer car for my family at Glen Thomas. New Listing. Dealer Review:
Sharon was wonderful with her help and patience. Showing 1 - 7 out of 7 listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Acura extended the warranty but refuses to honor it. Acura Client Relations
leaves a lot to be desired, they are awful. They give you no information and when you give them
information their only answer is, "Sorry, there is nothing we can do". That's the response to
everything. Under TSB B and B expiry 7 years after original purchase date Feb according to the
title I'm well within the time frame. But you don't, so we can't support a case for goodwill, you
can try the dealership. Sorry, there is nothing we can do. Because of Acura Client Relations I
won't purchase another Acura, its a shame because I love the cars, but I can't support a
company that doesn't stand behind its product. I guess we both lose out. Read more. Read less.
Learn more about the Acura ZDX. The used Acura ZDX received an average score of 4. Where to
buy a used Acura ZDX? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that
you've found the right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Acura ZDX.
Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll receive the highest level of
customer service. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when
buying a used Acura ZDX. Edmunds found 1 Fair deals near you, so you can be sure to get the
best price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common
problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used Acura ZDX you're
buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great
resource for determining how reliable a used Acura ZDX will be. We have 20 user reviews of the
used Acura ZDX, so you can find out if other owners have had issues with their vehicles. Sign
Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very helpful and

answered all my questions about the truck my purchase of the truck went down great. Daniel
made effort to look at the truck and give me the details as well as check out the other truck on
the lot. I'd recommend him to anyone looking to buy a vehicle; whether I use his services or not.
At least 3 people responded to my inquiry, with specific emphasis on issues I had concerns
with. They were responsive and professional at all times. While I may or may not purchase from
them, I appreciate their follow-up and recommend them. Lee was very professional and reached
out to me when I showed interest in a suv I was looking at. He answered any questions that I
had without hesitation. When I asked if any of my friends knew about him they recommended
him. Let me repeat one more time. I am not interested in doing business in Colorado. I live in
Illinois. My experience was great up from the convo to me walking of their lot with my truck.
Nate is amazing very nice and helpful had patience with me answered all my questions I had,
Nacho the sales associate was nice as well he probably had the most patience with me of my
millions of questions I had. The have beautiful cars on there lot. I thought they were very honest
about everything. Truly happy coming to Norfolk. I Live my truck!! Great dealership, quick to
respond. Overall good guys at the place. This particular Dodge that I inquired about was sold
before I could get there, but I am currently in the process of getting a different truck through
them. Thanks guys!! I reccomend them to anyone looking for an honest dealership that will
EARN your business. Miner has been updating the vehicles and negotiating the price and he
specifically told me that he had a few cars at my budget I had to travel there and he failed me.
Best experience at buying a car. He was honest and made me feel welcomed. His banks work
well and there are no hidden fees. Small area and has different cars and works with your
budget. Again, no hidden fees just required ones by law. Great place give them a call and ask
for Fazy. While I wasn't in a position to purchase this exceptional Ranger; I greatly appreciated
their straight forward business philosophy. Thank you John. Was not really helpful. When we
came in for a test drive just handed us the key and was like figure it out on your own. I already
knew I wanted it when it appeared on my phone. Very responsive, but their listing of the car
overstated the actual features and specifications on the car. It was a very quick response - I
later realized it was not the year I was interested in, my mistake. I responded back what I wanted
to pay and what I thought the vehicle was worth. The vehicle is overpriced not only on car gurus
but other dealerships. Oh yeah the quote was for 72 months at Thanks but no thanks. With its
all-new ZDX crossover, Acura dives head first into the rapidly evolving niche market for
luxurious vehicles that emphasize sophisticated design over maximum utility. Acura describes
the ZDX as the ideal vehicle for "passionate getaways," conjuring images of empty-nesters
donning their designer sunglasses and zipping off to Santa Barbara or Palm Springs for the
weekend. The formula is simple: Take a mainstream SUV in this case the wildly popular
car-based MDX , dress it in avant-garde styling, add in a swanky interior, and you wind up with a
uniquely expressive crossover that can be sold at a premium price. There is no denying that the
ZDX is eye-catching. Its aggressive stance, high beltline and tapered tail combine to make it
stand out from the crowd. Acura's new design theme is evident with a trapezoidal grille finished
in matte silver and multi-element HID headlights. The high-tech look may not appeal to all,
however, and the low roofline makes the rear seat a chancy proposition for even moderately tall
adults. Where the new ZDX really does impress is with its elegant interior. The design is fresh
and appealing, with smooth contours that seem to wrap around occupants. Top-notch fit and
finish has long been an Acura strong point and the ZDX raises the bar even higher with supple,
hand-stitched leather covering the seats, door panels and even the dashboard. The alloy 3. The
only transmission offered is an all-new six-speed automatic with manual shift capability. Also
standard is Acura's highly sophisticated SH-AWD system that varies power distribution both
front to back and side to side, making "passionate getaways" possible in any weather. The
equipment list is extensive and nearly every modern convenience is either standard or available
as part of an option package. All ZDXs get leather memory seats, a 6-CD stereo with Bluetooth,
power operated tailgate, and even a rear-view camera. Stepping up to the Technology Package
adds a capable and intuitive navigation system as well as an ELS speaker surround stereo that
wouldn't be out of place in a movie theater. The top level Advance Package brings special
magnetic suspension dampers, ventilated seats and adaptive cruise control. In a rapidly
evolving marketplace, Acura believes the ZDX is just what affluent baby boomers want. On
paper the ZDX does match up well with the competition. In the showroom its eye-popping
design details might be the deciding factor for those who are seeking something just a little
different. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,

mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request
Information. Private Seller: David. Mooresville, NC Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Read more. I
like the interior first and foremost. Acura was my first car.. I love the Acura line of cars. They are
greatly made vehicles. A souped up Honda. I would buy this car again, if you have a small
family. Handles like a sports car and is very stylish on the interior and exterior. Does pretty
good on gas, for a v6. Why Use CarGurus? Acura dealers in Atlanta GA. Acura dealers in
Chicago IL. Acura dealers in Dallas TX. Acura dealers in Houston TX. Acura dealers in Los
Angeles CA. Acura dealers in Miami FL. Acura dealers in New York NY. Acura dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Acura dealers in Washington DC. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories
free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site,
we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Compare ZDX Trims. Read Owner Reviews. Read Reviews Write a Review. Honda
recalls 2. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us!
Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your
browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact
text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page
you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It
only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. Inspired by the lyrics of Meek Mill's "Cold Hearted", this
episode explores the life of a mega-star rapper who gets fatally shot, with his faithful sidekick
by his side, and all suspects - his wife, The controversial killing of a young white boy at the
hands of two black police officers and a district attorney's struggle to convince the one witness
to testify in court. We've highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and shows
nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video. Check out our gallery of the Golden Globe
nominees in the leading and supporting acting categories, as the characters they so brilliantly
played and in real life. See the full gallery. Search for " Tales " on Amazon. Tales, a scripted
anthology series of song stories weaving classic and current hip-hop songs into visually
stunning narratives. I have not seen this perspective on story telling before and the romance
aspect seemed unnecessary and did not add to the story. The acting was okay and scene cuts
could have been smoother. I will watch episode two and I will definitely know at the end of the
episode if this is a good, mediocre or bad show. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of
this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release
Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Episode List. Plot Summary. Plot

Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews.
Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate
This. Episode Guide. Creator: Irv Gotti. Added to Watchlist. Top-Rated Episodes S1. Error:
please try again. Tv shows I want to see. TV Shows: Aired Now. Anthology series. Nisha's
Shows. Related Items. Share this Rating Title: Tales â€”
1982 corvette fuel pump relay
colorado drivers manual 2018
ram forumzcom
5. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Episodes
Seasons. Edit Cast Series cast summary: David Dunston Alphonse Nicholson Unique 2
episodes, Woody McClain Slim 2 episodes, Lil Duval News Reporter 2 episodes, Roe Dunkley
Call Girl 2 episodes, Jasmine Ahnie James 2 episodes, Artem Kolomeitsev Jaz 2 episodes, Troy
Simon Police officer 2 episodes, Tameka Jones Edit Storyline Tales, a scripted anthology series
of song stories weaving classic and current hip-hop songs into visually stunning narratives.
Taglines: Hip-hop. Genres: Drama. Certificate: TV Edit Did You Know? Was this review helpful
to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Country: USA. Language: English. Filming
Locations: Atlanta, Georgia. Runtime: 60 min. Sound Mix: Stereo. Color: Color. Edit page. Add
episode. Clear your history. Unique 2 episodes, Slim 2 episodes, News Reporter 2 episodes,
Call Girl 2 episodes, James 2 episodes, Jaz 2 episodes, Police officer 2 episodes,

